MEMBER NATION KEY INFORMATION

Included in the range of matters discussed and progressed were:

- Deciding upon the composition of the full range of WSF Commissions so that invitations can be sent to prospective members of them.
- Progressing details of the formal agreement that PSA and WSF are developing, taken forward from the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).
- Reporting on attendance, meetings and interaction in relation to Olympic and other international Championships / Games, including at SportAccord in Denmark.
- Initiating a review of WSF Articles so that a revised version can be prepared for 2017 AGM consideration.
- Further development of an updated WSF strategy.
- Discussion on planning for the bid to achieve a place at the 2024 Olympic Games for which the host city (Paris or Los Angeles) will be announced in September.
- Hearing progress towards an agreement for a new World Refereeing Programme in collaboration with PSA.
- Other specific activity areas included Championships (reports and forward planning), Coaching (featuring the forthcoming conference), Court products (Accreditation, new interactive court diagrams, website detail listing and wall-panel testing) and improving social and other media output both internationally and regionally.
- Reviewing accounts, anti-doping measures, progress on the Independent Review recommendations, the matters arising from the AGM 2016, plans for the next AGM that will be announced shortly, commercial facets and representation were amongst other areas covered.